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Message from the Chief
Friends and neighbors,
It has been my distinct honor to serve another year as your Fire Chief.
This career continues to be rewarding in so many ways. When my wife
and I moved here in 2014, we hoped Andover would be a good fit. We
could not have imagined just how good it would be. Andover is a great
place to live and work. Andover is a great place to call home.

Despite many challenges, your fire department has been hard at work to
provide excellent service to you all. It is our desire that you feel a sense
Fire Chief
of safety knowing that we are here if you need us. We have increased
Chad Russell
your safety in the last year by continuing to add staffing in preparation to
open station two. One extra person was added in 2021. One more will
be added this year and one next, for a total of three new positions.
Speaking of fire station two. We could not be more humbled that you chose to trust us with a
sales tax increase of your hard earned money to provide another fire station. We thank you
for your trust and will work diligently to prove that it was well placed. The fire station design is
coming along nicely. As of this writing, we are very nearly done with schematic design and
ready to move to design documents. The volatile pricing of everything having to do with building fire stations has made budgeting a challenge, but we continue to be diligent to be as efficient as possible.
While call volumes remain steady, despite not responding to low acuity calls that we formerly
responded to, your firefighters continue to maintain their turnout time goals. This means that
your firefighters are doing everything they can to assure they reach you quickly in an emergency. Once we arrive on scene, the hard work put into training and preparing every single day becomes evident. Captain Matson continues to work diligently to provide your firefighters with innovative training evolutions in many forms. Thank you to the Andover City council and administration for their stalwart support of the fire department and firefighter training.
Thank you, neighbor for assuring this department is adequately funded to respond to all emergencies. Thank you so much for trusting us to be good stewards of these resources. We could
not take this responsibility any more seriously.
Thank you for all the other support we receive from you throughout the year. The overwhelming
support of the fire department is too numerous to mention. It is visible from the children who
bring cupcakes to the station, to the Andover Police and Fire Foundation working hard to assure that any severely injured or killed firefighter’s family is taken care of until benefits can arrive. We thank you neighbors. We pledge to continue to strive for continuous improvement.
Our vision is to become the foremost leader in the fire service and our community through professionalism, strength, and trust while defending our core values. Thank you for the opportunity
to serve.
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AFR Organization

The Andover community is proudly served by 32 uniformed personnel. Of those, 19 are full
time career members plus 1 administration, 7 are part time and 9 are volunteer reserves.
Each shift contains 5 firefighters operating from station one at 911 N. Andover Road. In
addition, Station 2 is an unstaffed station on Indianola Road.
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Meet Your AFR Members

Fire Chief
Chad Russell

Deputy Chief/
Fire Marshal
Mike Roosevelt

Captain/EMT
Rocky Craig

Lieutenant/EMT
Dennis Smith

Captain/EMT
Gary Elliott

Lieutenant/AEMT
Frank Shaw

Division Chief
Andy Saville

Training Captain/ Admin. Assistant
AEMT
Felicia Massey
Chris Matson

Firefighter/AEMT
Aaron Parker

Firefighter/AEMT Firefighter/EMT
John Gabriel
Jeremy Tuxhorn

Firefighter/EMT Firefighter/AEMT
Phil Pantleo
Brian Landers
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Firefighter/EMT
Joey Donaldson

Meet Your AFR Members

Captain/EMT
Chad Cheslic

Lieutenant/EMT
Stephen Cullinane

Firefighter/EMT
Jason Emley

Firefighter/EMT
Jeremy Helsel

Firefighter/AEMT
Steve Plantz

Firefighter/EMT
Skyler Aikens

Firefighter/AEMT
Cory Mattke

Firefighter/EMT
Justin Luinstra

Firefighter/Paramedic
Mike Lewis

Firefighter/EMT
Raymond Gestring

Firefighter/EMT
Derrick Burl, Jr.
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Firefighter/EMT
Caleb Fistler

Meet Your AFR Members

Firefighter/EMT
Jay Robertson

Firefighter/EMR
Kristen Dexter

Firefighter
Jace Guerrie

Firefighter/EMT
Jeremy Davis

Firefighter/EMT
Jack Elliott

Firefighter
Brian Legrow

Firefighter/EMT
Ben Johnson

Firefighter/EMT
Austin Ellis

Firefighter
Kevin Taylor

AFR wishes to recognize our team members who have served 5 or more years with
the department. Your service and dedication is greatly appreciated. Thank You!

5 years

10 Years(Cont.)

20 Years (cont.)

Kristen Dexter - 2012

Justin Luinstra - 2010

Chris Matson - 2000

Jay Robertson - 2013

Jeremy Helsel - 2011

Frank Shaw - 2000

15 Years

25 years

Phil Pantleo - 2002

Andy Saville - 1996

John Gabriel - 2004

Dennis Smith - 1992

Cory Mattke - 2006

Aaron Parker - 1995

Jeremy Tuxhorn - 2014
Joey Donaldson - 2014
Chad Russell - 2014
Jeremy Davis - 2015
Derrick Burl, Jr.—2016
Jack Elliott—2016

Chad Cheslic - 2006

30 years

Felicia Massey - 2016

20 Years

Gary Elliott - 1991

10 Years

Rocky Craig - 1998

Mike Roosevelt - 1991

Stephen Cullinane -2010

Brian Landers - 1999
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Vehicle Replacement
Plan
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Vehicle Replacement Plan

Since the inception of the Vehicle Replacement Plan in
2014, AFR’s intent of the analysis is to do everything possible to provide a safe, healthy, economically viable community.

at least three different life cycles of a fire apparatus: service, technological and economic.
There are also
immeasurable
costs. Service life
is when a piece of
equipment is capable of performing
its duty. The technological life is
how the older apparatus compares
with newer, especially as it pertains to safety technology.(i.e., ABS, air
bags, rollover protection, etc.) The economic life is the
total cost of a vehicle’s expenses over a given period of
time. As units age, they cost more and more to operate
and maintain.

AFR had an outside company of certified emergency vehicles technicians evaluate the entire fleet. This analysis
showed that a strategic plan was needed to secure the
future and safety of our fleet. One of the most important
factors in the ability of Andover Fire-Rescue (AFR) is to
assist the public and save lives is a safe, adequate fleet
of emergency vehicles. With personnel being the most
expensive, vehicle replacement is also a major cost in fire
department operations order to maximize firefighter capabilities and minimize their risk of injuries, it is imperative
that fire apparatus be equipped with the latest safety features and operating capabilities. If these services are to
be provided without interruption, fire apparatus must be
maintained in superior operating condition and should be
promptly replaced when adequate performance levels
can no longer be assured. With the importance and impact of the fleet being so large, it was imperative that we
assess the condition of the existing fleet, identify the necessary apparatus requirements to meet the mission of the
department and recommend a manageable replacement
schedule. A Comprehensive vehicle study was culminated and included a survey of all fire apparatus, an overview of the organizational goals and service demands of
AFR, a comparative analysis of the fire apparatus replacement programs in other jurisdictions and a proposed
apparatus replacement schedule.

Major factors in economic life are: costs of depreciation,
operation, fuel, oil, maintenance repairs, downtime replacement, obsolescence, inventory control and operator
training. The fire apparatus replacement intervals of AFR
were based exclusively on the estimated effects of age on
the useful life span and was the basis of prompting this
research. However, this practice failed to take into account other variables that affect the useful life span of fire
apparatus.
Using the formulas from APWA (American Public Works
Association) allows us to objectively evaluate each apparatus on an annual basis and make better decisions on
when exactly to replace them. By using objective evalua-

It is a generally accepted fact that fire apparatus, like all
types of mechanical devices, have a finite life. There are
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tions and data
acquired from a
more robust collection program,
we can make a
more informed
decision when a
particular apparatus should be
replaced. With
that, planning well
in advance for
these large purchases allows us to better prepare for the expenditures.

years for engine companies, 1 year for brush companies,
19 years for tender companies, 7.3 years for staff vehicles
and 5 years for the ladder. The average age of the entire
fleet is 9.5 years. In the past two years of the VRP, AFR
acquired two brand new Brush Trucks as well as a new
staff vehicle for the Deputy Chief. The older vehicle will be
utilized by AFR’s Training Captain. In 2021, AFR replaced
the Fire Chief’s staff vehicle, but have retained the older
vehicle to be utilized by our Asst. Chief.
Firefighters depend heavily on the performance capabilities of these vehicles when delivering emergency services
to protect life, property, and the environment. Therefore,
the Vehicle Replacement Plan continues to play a vital
role as AFR moves forward with expenditures in safe and
technical rescue apparatus.

The survey of the current fire apparatus indicates that the
average ages of primary apparatus have reached 13.7

In the chart below, the Vehicle Replacement Plan, (VRP), is based on replacement points and rates the apparatus in (4)
different categories: Condition 1: Excellent, Condition II: Good, Condition III: Qualifies for Replacement and Condition IV: Needs Immediate Consideration.
Currently, (7) apparatus show they are a Category IV needs immediate consideration. Your AFR firefighters commit to
regular service checks and maintenance to keep our apparatus running efficiently so we are ready in your time of need.
Our priority is to provide safe and effective apparatus to service our community while also minimizing costs, repairs and
premature replacement.
Andover Fire-Rescue
Vehicle Replacement Plan 2022
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THANK YOU Andover!
With a 2 to 1 margin, the Vote on November 2nd’s ballot in 2021 for the One Cent Sales Tax increase was APPROVED!
This tax increase will help the City of Andover:


Design and construct a new Andover Fire-Rescue station on the south end of the city to help
improve our response times for the community.



Remodel the old AFR station; improving the space for your firefighters.



Improvements to our park facilities in the City to include a new ball diamond complex and
concession stand, a new Activity Center, splash pads and improved playground areas.

THANK YOU for your votes and making Andover a great place to live!
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Training/
Fire Prevention
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Message from the
Training Specialist
To our Andover Community:
My main initiative as Andover’s Training Specialist is to manage training hours
and ensure that all of your Firefighters have the most up-to-date skills and
knowledge to be well prepared in providing emergency assistance to the citizens of Andover when called upon. I take this position very seriously and am
proud of what they have been able to accomplish.

Covid-19 was still an issue with being able to get your Firefighters out to all the
training that we were hoping to. However, they have been trying to stay busy
and work as hard as possible with the training that we were able to get in. I
would like to share with you the breakdown and our total training numbers for
2021 being just over 8,800 hours:

Training Specialist
Chris Matson

*755 Hours- Medical Training
*2,525 Hours- Other training to include Physical Fitness, Specialty Rescue, etc.
*5,605 Hours- Training that qualifies for ISO (Insurance Services Office).
Even with the obstacles that we had thrown at us this year, your firefighters were still able to get in some
very hands-on and interactive training, which included; Disaster Training with Midwest Search and Rescue, the KU Driving Simulator and the Evergy Training Trailer. We collaborated with Andover PD and
went thru Active Shooter/Threat training. We had the great honor of having Heart-Spring out to train us on
how to communicate with children on the Spectrum and we now have our trucks equipped with Autism
Kits should the need arise.
AFR was able to start sending personnel to different fire schools such as State Capitol Area Firefighters
Association (SCAFFA), National Fire Academy (NFA), and Labette County Fire School. We were fortunate to train with live fire conditions with McConnell Air Force Base Fire Department and Wichita Fire Department. Unfortunately, we had to cancel over 900 hours of offsite training because Covid-19 was still a
factor with some of our training facilities. I am hopeful that we will soon be able to get back into a routine
for getting the training back up and going full swing for your firefighters.
Many of these firefighters continually look for ways to not only improve themselves, but the fire department as a whole. I am very proud of each of these Firefighters and I am confident that your Andover FireRescue team are prepared to handle any emergencies that come their way.
Sincerely,

Capt. Chris Matson
Training Specialist
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Training Hours Statistics
(Pictured Right) - This graphic shows the
hours/percentage of training accrued in 2021
and those hours that were lost due to Covid.

(Pictured Below) - This list is a detailed breakdown of the training/hours earned in 2021
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Training
Cold Water Training
February 2021, AFR crews were
back in the pool once again to
practice Cold Water training tactics. This was a perfect time to
test out the suits this year as the
heater was out in the pool be
used at the Holiday Inn Express.
There was opportunity for all shifts
to participate in this training.
Your firefighters worked on various holds and maneuvers used in
rescue in cold weather and icy
water conditions.
Thank You to the
management of
the Holiday Inn
Express for the
use of their swimming pool for
these training
exercises. AFR
have awesome
neighbors!

ACLS Refresher Course
Both AFR Paramedics and AEMTs recertified in Advanced Cardiovascular Life Support (ACLS) class. Topics Covered
during this course:


Patient Assessment



Patient Care



Interpretation of cardiac Rhythms



Cardiac Medication Administration



CPR Methods



Extended (continuous) Patient Care
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Training
Aerial and Medical Training
Crews were getting back to some training in the field.
AFR had the opportunity for some Aerial and ground
ladder training as well as some Medical training for CEU
credits for EMS certification with the Butler Co
EMS.crew. We appreciate Holiday Inn Express and the
BuCo EMS for allowing training opportunities for the
crews. THANK YOU!
Pictured Right: Medical Training
Pictured Below: Aerial Ladder training.

Once Again — AFR Hosts FD Admin Conference
In June of 2021, Andover Fire-Rescue stepped up to host the FD Administrative Conference once
again this year. The conference had 15 Administrative Assistants in attendance and various topics of
discussion were: Managing Self, Strengths and Vulnerabilities that trigger us and Line of Duty Deaths
and how it affects us personally and professionally. The Conference continues to receive great feedback and plans are to continue the event in the summer months.
Special Thanks to: Ariana Davis, Derby FD—Guest Speaker, Becky Wolfe, Andover Chamber—
Leadership Skills, Mary Sargent, Lenexa FD and Maggie Outler, Olathe FD for LODD Information and
Procedures. We would also like to thank Michelle Sell with our Andover Police and Fire Foundation for
sponsoring lunch and speaking about what PFF provides for our Andover First Responders.
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Training
Midwest Search & Rescue
In June 2021, AFR had the opportunity to work once again with the team from Midwest Search & Rescue. This collective
group of instructors come from various departments and organizations. A lot of the training taught are tactics used when
a disaster has struck the area (for our area in particular being tornadoes). Shoring up buildings with materials lying
around from an aftermath was one of the training modules as well as an extrication exercise on evacuating victims
trapped in a car from being rolled several times by a tornado. Thank you to MS&R for coming back to Andover to instruct
our team on important disaster training. Your firefighters train hard so that they are ready in your time of need. Here are
some of the photos sent to us by Midwest Search & Rescue of the training.
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Training
Firefighter in Training - FIT
A vitally important training at AFR is to make sure our new Reserves are brought on with the knowledge and ability to work alongside our career personnel in an efficient manner. We have worked hard to develop a FIT (Firefighter in Training) program for just this
purpose. In 2021, we’ve had a great group of reserves who have taken the initiative to come into the station to work on training tactics. This past year, FF Derrick Burl has stepped up to work with the FIT group on training as well as conditioning. We appreciate FF
Burl’s commitment to this program as well as the commitment that our FIT group (now Reserves) gave to this training.

National Fire Academy
Your Firefighters have the privilege to receive top-notch training from the National Fire Academy in Emmitsburg, MD. In 2021, Capt. Matson returned to the National Fire Academy for
“Command & Control of Incident Operation at Target Hazards”. The focus of this class was on your
community’s target hazards such as: hospitals,
churches, schools, manufacturing plants, infrastructures, etc. The class broke up into different roles of
the Command structure working different scenarios
throughout the course.
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Training
Live Burn Training—McConnell AFB
AFR has partnered with McConnell Air Force Base for the past few years to utilize their live burn facility for training. This
training is very beneficial for your firefighters and in particular with the new hires and reservists because it allows them to
train in “fire scenarios” but in a controlled environment for everyone’s safety. We appreciate the team at MCAFB for allowing us to use their facility. AFR wants to make sure that we can give your firefighters top-notch training all while keeping
within our training budget. Thank you to the photographer with McConnell for all the great photos!
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Training
Training with WFD

Pump Draft Training

AFR and Wichita Fire are entering into a
new Era of cooperation. Leaders of both
FDs recently signed an automatic aid
agreement that will cause both agencies to
be dispatched immediately to a building
fire in portions of each area. This will provide a greatly enhanced level of service to
anyone needing help in these areas. For a
few days, crews were responding and
training together.
Thank you to WFD
for joining us to
provide excellent
service to our
neighbors!

When there is a fire in an area that has little access to water or hydrants, pump drafting is utilized. This training is
held annually and it is necessary that your firefighters
practice and train with this technique when water supply is
weak. Simply put, your Tender trucks are used as a relay,
dumping their water supply and returning to refill their
tanks. The water is dumped into a portable pool on site of
the fire and becomes the main water source for extinguishing the fire.

Extrication Training
Due to the mild temperatures this winter, AFR was able to
schedule some vehicle extrication training in the AFR
parking lot. Techniques covered:
 Scene Safety
 Door Pops and Removals
 Dash Lifts
 Roof Removals
 Proper Extrication of Patients

Hi-Voltage Demo/Training
AFR hosted the electrical team from Evergy to hold a
quarterly training on Electrical Safety. This was mandated
training for the City employees and Evergy put on quite a
“light show” in regards to hi-voltage electricity.
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Your AFR Firefighters at Work
In your time of need, your Andover Firefighters are always ready! AFR staff trains hard and maintains your equipment regularly so
that when you need us—we are here to serve you. This page are some of the calls that AFR made throughout 2021.

Structure Fire—Feb ‘21

Brush Fire on Hwy —May ‘21

Truck Fire—Feb ‘21

Roof on Fire—May ‘21

Car Overturn —Aug ‘21

Power Lines Down—Oct ‘21

Duckling Rescue—June ‘21

LZ Assist —Sep ‘21

Truck Fire /KS Turnpike—Oct ‘21

Grass Fire—Dec ‘21
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Attic Fire—Nov ‘21

Message from the Fire Marshal
Spotlight on Safety 2021
The vision to see clearly was disrupted in 2020 with the onset of the Pandemic
known as Covid-19. As 2021 came into focus the CLEAR public safety messaging and activities of AFR prevention were directed at easing the impact of the
pandemic on the citizens and visitors of the City of Andover. In the essence of
the Community Risk Reduction (CRR) model, AFR lead the way in partnering
with many to include: Butler County Health Department, Butler County CERT,
USD 385, the City of Andover staff, Butler County EMS, Butler County 4H, and
Fire Marshal
ultimately a cadre of community volunteers from the Andover Sr. Center, AndoMike Roosevelt
ver Caring & Sharing, The Andover Food Bank and St Vincent DePaul Church. I
am certain there were other community individuals, not directly tied to any of the aforementioned
groups, who were also contributors to the success of the project. During the Pandemic Disaster
Emergency that drove a six-foot wedge between …basically everyone…, these entities and individuals came together to operate a Vaccine distribution clinic at the Andover Community Center for
a 45-day period. Exact numbers were not available as of this writing, but the clinic averaged over
150 doses per session delivered to the Andover community in an organized and efficient delivery
model. The model was so successful that it was replicated at other mass clinic locations across the
region. The limiting factor for AFR and BuCo Health Dept. was the availability of vaccine and the
CDC/FDA guidance of who was eligible to receive the vaccine at what time. AFR CRR is not limited to fire safety & prevention, elder care & public education. Public SERVICE is a critical element
in the AFR CRR model.
As the year progressed, restrictions relaxed, and AFR CRR messaging and programs began to
come back online. Andover Fire Participated in Greater Andover Days with our Children’s Fire
Safety House and public fire extinguisher training. We provided outdoor education interaction with
our grade school children and supported the daily emergency functions of the fire department.
2021 was a year of learning. Learning how to accomplish things previously unimagined. Plan review moved to a digital means, Unique neighborhood designs were explored, and we began to
learn about the mid rise 5 story buildings in our future. The addition of floors above three levels
brings unique challenges to the Fire Service from a response model and prevention needs. Truly,
Andover is becoming a 3D community and your fire department staff are learning to deal with the
challenges of the Third dimension (vertically).
Safety is what you make of it.

Mike Roosevelt
Deputy Chief/Fire Marshal
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Fire Prevention Programs/Projects
Vaccination Clinic in Andover
AFR Brings Vaccinations to Andover
After members of AFR shadowed
the vaccination team of Butler
County Health Department, it was
proposed that staff personnel, location and volunteers, that the City
hold our own Vaccination Clinic in
Andover. AFR’s main priority, was
to lead this project and make the
process as easy on our community (particularly our elder seniors), to receive the Covid-19
Picture Above is Fire Chief Russell and other volunteer nursing
vaccinations and booster vaccination with a streamlining
staff that worked many clinics throughout the vaccination period
paperwork, minimizing wait time and travel obstacles. With
to keep our Andover community safe. THANK YOU!
the efforts of several organizations in Andover stepping up to assist with this project,
the Vaccination Clinic was a huge success
and many compliments were received by
staff and volunteers on the quick and efficient service provided to the citizens of
Andover. AFR would like to thank Broderick
Bean and the BuCo Health Dept. staff for
leading the efforts of the vaccination clinics
in Butler County and partnership with the
clinics held in Andover. Their guidance and
expertise lead this project in a positive direction from the start and thousands of residents in Butler County had access to receive this vaccination at no cost.
Great things happen when a community
comes together!

PSAs

The graph above depicts the breakdown of C-19 vaccination doses 1, 2 and 3 and doses given of each. According to BuCo Health Dept’s WEBIZ program, 19,276 individuals
were registered in the 67002 and 67230 area codes to be vaccinated.

Public Service Announcements have become a big part of our
Fire Prevention plan, especially during Covid-19. During the
month of December, AFR sent out a series of PSA messages
“12 Days to prepare” based on the 12 Days of Christmas format. Each day leading up to Christmas day, AFR sent out a
post on a tip to prepare ranging from Making a Safety Plan to
Document and Insuring Your Property. This was a fun way to
engage with our Facebook followers and hopefully posted some important information
while doing so. AFR also continues to post our PSAs throughout the community by use of digital boards with our
local businesses. We appreciate all of our businesses who continue to support our PSA program and get important safety tips and messages out to our community. Due to our very dry winter and spring season, one of
our most important messages has been regarding wild fires. Although we hope you appreciate the “creativity”
AFR has tried to put into the signage, we hope that the message is coming across loud and clear . . .
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Department Budget/
Equipment Costs
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Department Budget
The operation of a fire department is very costly in the
communities to which they serve. Because there are no
charges for the services provided, there are no monies to
replenish the cost of their operations. However the safety
and well-being of every person living in or passing through
our district is priceless! It should be noted that the stewardship of the monies entrusted to us is something we
take very seriously. Although our operation spends mon-

ey, we also work hard to SAVE YOU MONEY! Having a
fully staffed department and a well equipped fire department is the basis for you to receive lower fire insurance
premiums.
The spreadsheet below allocates expenditures of the department budget . Listed below, are the Approved Budget
numbers of 2020 and actuals spent in 2021.
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Department Budget
Open House Held at Andover Fire-Rescue
It was “all hands on deck” at the AFR station
in October 2021 for an Open House to our
public to propose a one-cent sales tax in the
City for the building of a new fire station, remodel of the existing fire station and park
improvements throughout the city.
Several AFR members were on hand for the
Open House along with leaders from our
City Administration to answer any questions
or concerns that our public may have had
Pictured Above: Fire Chief Russell gave a video presentation on
for the upcom- behalf of the City proposing the building of a second fire station in
ing vote of the Andover. To see the full video, please visit: www.andoverks.com/
familyfutureforwardsalestax
sales tax increase. Tours were given throughout the Andover Fire Station and
video areas were set up in the training room and in the bay areas to
show the new proposed improvements of the projects that the sales
tax increase would support. The Open House brought in around 50
Andover residents and an overwhelming support from the community
for these improvements. 68% of Andover voters said yes to the tax
increase on the November 2, 2021 Ballot.
Beginning April 1, 2022 a temporary 1% sales tax will begin to be
collected. This tax is anticipated to last no longer than eight years.
The project teams are currently underway working on design of the
new fire station, remodel of the existing fire station and the Parks
team are in beginning stages of Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the 13th
Street Park. AFR would like to thank all those on the Governing Body, City staff and the Andover
citizens whose support of this tax increase will provide a positive step forward for the City of Andover and give your firefighters adequate facilities to continue to provide safe and economic viability
to our community! Family Future Forward!
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Fire apparatus and fire protective equipment is expensive! They are also vitally important to the
mission of the fire department. We need fire apparatus to start and run quickly and safely every
time!
Fire grows extremely rapidly! For every second in delay, the fire in your building is destroying
more and more property. For every second in delay, the fire in your building is spewing out hundreds of millions of particles of harmful chemicals that can kill you and your family. The fact of the
matter is that you deserve a rapid, effective, and efficient response. We can only provide that if we
have adequate personnel, equipment, training, and vehicles. If we cannot get to the scene quickly,
we cannot do our jobs quickly.
The next two pages, (Pg. 31and Pg. 32), is a visual presentation of the costs it takes to have efficient fire apparatus, tools and personal protective equipment for emergency calls that our firefighters go to daily. Although the costs may seem extreme, our utmost priority is to have effective and
efficient equipment for the safety and protection of our community members and their property.
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Statistics & Data
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2021 Incidents

Whether we are called for a medical issue
or a fire related issue, your firefighters are
ready. In 2021, AFR made over 825 medical related calls and 557 fire calls. Due to
the higher percentage of calls being EMS
calls, it is imperative that our firefighters
also be certified as an Emergency Medical
Technician (EMT) or higher. Your firefighters are well trained in both medical and
emergency service needs.
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2021 Incidents
As AFR continues to find ways to elevate the level of safety, health and economic viability in our fire district. Unfortunately,
we continue to experience overlapping calls. This means, there is more than one request for service at a time. In 2021,
this occurred 260 times. AFR commits to innovate new ideas and service levels to lessen the strain on our resources.

Many times, a situation may occur that requires
more emergency service personnel to arrive for
a better outcome. Be assured that AFR has
agreements in place with other fire departments
to assist us with Mutual Aid services. In 2021,
AFR provided mutual aid to outlying districts 38
times. We also received mutual aid services
from other districts 17 times. AFR works hard to
provide aid whenever needed and continue to be
good neighbors in and outside of our response
areas.
Over the past 10 years, AFR has steadily increased in call volume for our area. The peak of incidents was in 2016 with
1615 calls. In 2018, AFR proposed the exemption of certain level calls to our nursing facilities to decrease the call volume and allow AFR to better manage time for the department. Mid-year of 2019, Covid-19 protocols were enforced to
help reduce risks of C-19. This protocol has also been a factor in the decrease of calls in the past two years.
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2021 Incidents
Andover Fire-Rescue is a 24 hour a day, 7 days a week operation. In 2021, the highest call volume were Fridays with
209 calls reported. Following close behind was Thursday, with 209 calls being reported for 2021.

In 2021, the timeframe for the highest call volume was between the hours of 15:00-15:59 (3-5PM) with 115 calls.
Following closely with 114 calls was the hours between 10:00-10:59 (10-11AM).
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Awards/
Special Recognitions &
Thank Yous
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Awards/Special Recognition
AFR Banquet Awards
AFR Celebrates 2020—Better Late Than Never
As many organizations across the City battled cancellations of events, training sessions, etc., AFR was not immune to
this issue. An informal AFR Banquet was held on April 10, 2021 to recognize those award recipients of 2020. Due to the
delay of the banquet, we were unable to post the winners in the previous Annual Report. However, AFR wants to recognize the 2020 award recipients. Also in this report, the winners for 2021 were recently announced at our first-ever AFR
Fireman’s Ball.

Tenzinga Leadership Award
Lt. Stephen Cullinane

Community Service Award
Brett White/USD 385

2020 Chief’s Big 4 Award
Brian Landers

2020 Firefighter of the Year
Jeremy Helsel

Years of Service
FF Aaron Parker—25 yrs
FF Justin Luinstra—10 yrs
FF Jeremy Davis—5 yrs
Lt. Stephen Cullinane—10 yrs
NOT PICTURED:
Rita Isenhower—25 yrs
Caleb Fistler—1 yr

BuCo EMS Cardiac Arrest Survivors Banquet
AFR Firefighters Recognized
AFR members attended the Annual BuCo EMS Survivors Banquet at EMS building in El Dorado on May
20. This is to recognize First Responders that were
accredited a lifesave of a cardiac incident. Those from
AFR recognized this year are LT Stephen Cullinane,
Capt. Chad Cheslic, Capt. Chris Matson, FF Steve
Plantz, FF John Gabriel, FF Jeremy Helsel and MPO
Mike Hampton from APD.
Congratulations on a job well done!
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Awards/Special Recognition
Honor Walk
Presented by

Honor365
AFR Honor Guard members were invited by Wichita Honor Guard to attend Honor
Walk presented by Honor365 and hosted by Kansas Firefighter Museum. There
were over 7+ organizations from the Wichita area at the Honor Walk. Guest Speaker for this event May 29 was Senator Ty Masterson. Representing AFR Honor
Guards were FF John Gabriel and FF Aaron Parker. The 2021 9/11 Tour was held
at the Museum May 26 - June 11. A young man from the Netherlands constructed
John Gabriel
a lifelike model of the Twin Towers and surrounding area, showing the structure
FF / AEMT
before 9/11 with incredible detail and the names of those lost have been inscribed
on the scale model. Thank you FF Gabriel and FF Parker in proudly representing AFR!
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Aaron Parker
FF / AEMT

Awards/Special Recognition
AFR Continues Tradition for the 9/11 Stair Climb
In the past, Andover Fire-Rescue has participated in the annual 9/11 Memorial Stair Climb held at the Epic Center in
Wichita, KS. That event has disassembled, but your firefighters continue to climb 110 flights for the 343 firefighters lost
on 9/11. 2021, AFR climbed at the ACHS Jaguar Stadium and will rotate each year between the High School Stadiums.
We climb to remember—We climb because we will NEVER forget!

How serious is AFR about
110 for 343?
Pictured left, is Lt. Cullinane. He was working his shift the day of the 9/11 stair climb,
so he was unable to participate with the
crew.
Instead of going home after his shift, he
climbed on the stair climber 110 flights for
the firefighters that were unable to finish
their shifts on 9/11 . . . AFR Remembers!
GREAT JOB LT. Cullinane!
#NeverForget
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Awards/Special Recognition
FIT Graduation 2021
In September 2021, Andover Fire-Rescue graduated our largest recruit class to date! There were six (6) young men that
have worked their tails off for months to be ready to serve with the AFR team. Unfortunately, one graduate had to resign
due to his job relocating. However, the team continues to be impressed with the participation of our newest reserves,
and they are fitting in nicely with the AFR family. Keep up the great work!
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Awards/Special Recognition
Recognizing Our APD

Thank You Spaulding’s
and AT&T

In honor of National Police Memorial week, AFR had the honor
to grill burgers for Andover's Heroes in blue. Thank you Andover
Police Department for all you do!
It was our honor to serve you.

AFR would like to say THANK
YOU and recognize our neighbors with Spaulding’s Food and
Drink, and AT&T. Because of
these two organizations, the
Police and Fire Foundation
received almost $20,000 for the Police and Fire Fund. Each
year, Ray Thurman and his team have a .27K Event which has
a huge support from the Andover Community. Spaulding’s has
contributed close to $50K in the past years to our Police and
Fire Foundation.

Many Veterans Serving
AFR

Members of AFR, APD and Police and Fire Foundation accept the check from Spaulding’s Food and Drink

AFR wishes to recognize our Veterans and Active Duty Members. Currently, AFR has 8 veterans and 1 firefighter currently
active in the USAF. That is nearly 25% of your fire department!

In December of 2021, the Police and Fire Foundation also received a $10,000 donation from our friends with AT&T. These
monies will go towards the Line of Duty Death (LODD) funds for
our Police and Fire personnel. AFR is truly humbled by these
businesses’ generosity.

USAF: Chief Roosevelt, FF Aaron Parker, FF John Gabriel, FF
Raymond Gestring and FF Brian Legrow (currently active duty) —
USMC: Admin Felicia Massey — US Army: FF Caleb Fistler,
FF Kevin Taylor — US Navy: FF Joey Donaldson

Members from Police and Fire Foundation, AFR and APD
were present to accept the $10K donation from AT&T to
benefit the LODD Fund.
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Awards/Special Recognition
Fireman’s Ball Award Winners 2021
Award recipients for 2021 were recognized at AFR’s first-ever Fireman’s Ball held March 26th, 2022 at the
Terradyne Country Club. VIP guests were present: Mayor Ronnie Price (wife Sheri), Council Tim Berry
(wife Kami), City Administrator Jennifer McCausland (husband AJ), Pastor Brad Tuggle (daughter Catherine), Larry and Michelle Sell of Police & Fire Foundation, Police Chief Buck Buchanan (wife Amy) and our
Community Service Award winner Randy Brillhardt (wife Ann) of Vornado. Thank you to Hannah and the Terradyne team for the venue and great meal and Krista Smith (wife of Lt. Dennis Smith) for the delicious desserts. Here are the AFR award recipients of 2021:

2021 Community Service Award

20 Year Service Award—City of Andover

Randy Brillhardt, CEO of Vornado accepted the 2021 Community Service Award. Thank
you Vornado for your continued support of AFR.

Capt. Rocky Craig received a custom made leather shield for his 20 yr
Service Award from the City. Mayor
Price was present to recognize his
service on behalf of the City.

2021 Tenzinga Legacy Award

2021 Tenzinga Leadership Award

Lt. Stephen Cullinane was the Legacy Award winner for the Tenzinga
Leadership award. He has won the
award 3yrs and will present 2022’s
award as a Legacy winner.

There were (2) Tenzinga
Leadership winners in
2021: Congrats to: FF
Jason Emley and FF
John Gabriel!

2021 Fire Chief’s Big 4 Award

2021 Meritorious Award / Life Save Pin

FF Jason Emley was 2021’s
Fire Chief’s Big 4 Award! The
Big 4 stands for:

Lt. Cullinane also received a Meritorious award and a Life Save Pin
for his valiant efforts to save a
couple from a house fire in
September of 2021. Lt. Cullinane’s wife Krysta was present
to pin his lapel with the award.

Do Your Job—Treat People
Right—Give All Out Effort—Give
an All In Attitude.

2021 Firefighter of the Year
2021 Firefighter of the Year award was
presented to FF Derrick Burl, Jr. Derrick
is a Part Time Firefighter with AFR but
he also serves as a Full Time Firefighter
with Wichita Fire Department. The Fire-
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fighter of the Year is nominated by all
firefighters and personnel serving AFR.
AFR is very proud to recognize FF Burl
this year of this well deserved award!
GREAT JOB Derrick!

In Memoriam
On September 29, 2021— AFR was saddened to hear about the passing of our brother Richard Janne. Founder of the
Wichita Chapter of Pink Heals and a 33 year veteran of Sedgwick County Fire Department, his passing, like many this
past year, was due to complications of COVID-19.
In 2010, the Wichita Chapter of Pink Heals was started with Richard and his late wife Nicki to raise awareness for women with cancer. Richard purchased an old fire truck and painted it pink traveling through the state of Kansas raising
Breast Cancer Awareness. His friends say that in his absence his legacy lives on as they work to complete his mission.
RIP Brother — We’ll take it from here.

In Memory of
Lt. Richard A. Janne (retired)
Founder — Wichita Chapter of Pink Heals

1-16-1956
9-29-2021
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Community Events
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Community Events
In 2021, AFR was able to get back out in the neighborhood and enjoy our community events once
again in Andover! Although some of our events were altered a bit for C-19 safety measures, it was
sure great to be amongst our neighbors once again! As we move forward in our “new normal”, we
always look forward to getting out in our community and having some fun! Here are the some highlights of our community events in 2021.

Police and Fire Festival
This year’s Police and Fire Festival was a great example of an event that the committee worked on to keep both the police and fire departments as well as our community safer. Meals were provided in paper bags in a “grab and go” fashion,
the demonstrations for the Police and Fire departments were all done on the Amphitheater stage making it easy to socially distance and see each presentation easily. These minor changes, although made for safety reasons at first, were so
well received, the committee voted to keep for this year’s program format. The next event will be held Saturday, June 4th
at Andover Central Park. Here are some great photos from 2021’s Festival.
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Community Events
BuCART Dog Wash

July 4th Parades

June 2021—Our friends at
BuCART (Butler County Animal Response Team) had
their annual Dog Wash at
the AFR station. Our Andover community has been a
great supporter of this event
and all proceeds from the
dog wash go directly towards the needs of BuCART
for our ‘furry friends’ during
emergency disasters. Thank you to all those that have supported this event at AFR and our surrounding fire stations.
If you haven’t brought your puppy by for your AFR firefighters to give your dog a bath, we hope you will stop by at the
next one! BuCART is working on their schedule, so the
next date is TBD.

The Andover neighborhood parades have become a tradition at AFR! For many years now, your Andover firefighters
have participated in several 4th parades each year. AFR
always appreciates the invitations and enjoy the effort each
neighborhood puts into their 4th of July celebrations! If you
invite us—We will be there!

YMCA Summer Spray
Down!
If you were near the
Andover YMCA on
a Friday afternoon
during June and
July, you probably
witnessed your AFR
firefighters spraying
down the kids at the
end of the day for sports summer camp. For the past two
years, AFR has volunteered to stop by the YMCA for some
fun with the YMCA camp kids and let them cool off under
the spray of Ladder 15. Your AFR firefighters enjoy this
time out as much as the kids do!
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Community Events
AFR Honor Guard Present
Colors

Andover Senior Center Visit
Fire Chief Russell partnered with Mayor Ronnie Price for
a visit to the Andover Senior Center. It is important to
keep our Seniors updated on events happening in our
community
and keeping
them involved.
Andover Fire
appreciates all
of our members at the
ASC!

AFR’s Honor Guard participate in several events
throughout the year. FF
Aaron Parker stepped
up to present colors for
to kick off the July series
concert in the park at the
Capitol Federal Amphitheatre, featuring Chris Daughtry.
AFR is proud of our members serving the Honor Guard
and their service to the community.

20th Year Commemoration 9/11 Memorial at SVDP
St. Vincent de Paul Catholic Church in Andover were gracious hosts of a special 20th year commemoration of 9/11. Special thanks to FF Aaron Parker for all his hard work putting this together. Several Departments around the area from Fire,
Police, EMS and Co. Sheriff attended. Guest speaker, Sister Katherine of SVDP spoke of events she witnessed that day.
Sister Katherine resided in New Jersey during the 9/11 attack and watched the tragedy unfold from across the harbor.
WE WILL NEVER FORGET!
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Community Events
It’s the GAD Ole Days!
AFR always has LOTS of FUN with our neighbors in Andover and the many that come to Greater Andover Days! AFR
had a Fire Extinguisher demonstration and a ‘Fire Safety Experience’ utilizing the Fire Safety House. AFR works hard
throughout the year to share fire prevention with our community. Our goal is that folks will visit these AFR demonstrations and learn some fire prevention tips to keep them and their families safe!

AFR would like to
say “Great Job!”
to Alivia Owen,
age 7, for the
awesome GAD
button design for
2021!
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In Memoriam
On December 29, 2021 firefighters with Wichita Fire Department lost their brother, Firefighter Joshua Bruggeman who
passed away due to complications from COVID-19. FF Bruggeman was a 17-year member of the fire department and
was assigned to Station 8-A with WFD. Our condolences go out to colleagues at WFD, his wife Kerri, and all his family
and friends.
RIP Brother — We’ll take it from here.

In Memory of
Firefighter

Joshua “Josh” Bruggeman
Station 8 - Wichita FD

11-10-1975
12-29-2021
Firefighter John Gabriel, a member of the AFR Honor Guard, represented AFR as part of the funeral procession to escort FF Bruggeman to his final resting place. Also present at the procession was FF Derrick Burl, Jr. with AFR. Derrick is
also a Full Time Firefighter with WFD and attended with WFD at FF Bruggeman’s funeral procession.
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Community Events
Trunk or Treat at SVDP

Ribbon Cuttings

It was a beautiful day for Trunk
or Treat sponsored by our Andover Chamber and held at St
Vincent de Paul Church. Several kids, parents and grandparents came out to enjoy the
event. AFR handed out LOTS of
candy and glow necklaces to
the attendees.

Your AFR team enjoy the opportunity to welcome our new
businesses into the Andover community! We appreciate
you and want you to know that we are here to serve you
and your business. Welcome to the Neighborhood!

AFR would like to welcome Advance Physical Therapy
(above) and Andover Auto Body (Below) to the City!

ometown Christmas & Caring and Sharing
Due to the mild weather conditions in December, our annual Hometown
Christmas event looked to have a record crowd at Central Park! With
the bigger crowds, AFR ran out of S’mores supplies quicker than usual.
We may need to increase our supplies to meet the demand in the future!

December 2021, the Caring and Sharing program successfully provided food packages to 85 families; and gifts to over 195 children in
the Andover community. Due to the wonderful support of this program by our community, the Caring and Sharing program was also
able to purchase socks, leggings and other clothing items to local children.
Each year, the names of families that are in need of assistance are provided to
the program by the Andover school counselors, Andover Community Food
Pantry and our St. Vincent de Paul Society. Our committee volunteers contact
these individuals to determine if there is an actual need.
If you know of a family within the Andover area in need for the 2022 Caring and
Sharing year, please contact: Michele Carlini — Director, St. Vincent de Paul:
(316) 733-1423.
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ANDOVER FIRE-RESCUE
We are so proud to have been given the opportunity to serve our
neighbors. This is our life’s work.
We see our mission as providing excellent service to our neighbors and visitors. We do this to protect the safety, health and economic viability of our community. At the core of our existence, we
strive to DO THE RIGHT THING every day!

2022—A Look Ahead to the Future
2022 is an exciting time for Andover Fire-Rescue, as we are in
design stages of a new fire station. This is because of the overwhelming support and votes in November that made this possible.
Thank YOU!

Contact Us
Give us a call for more
information about our services.

Andover Fire-Rescue
911 N. Andover Road
Andover, KS 67002
(316) 733-1863
CRussell@AndoverKS.com
Visit us on the web at:

www.AndoverKS.com
Follow us on Facebook at:

Andover Fire-Rescue

Please let us know if we may be of service to you at any time.
AFR — Protecting your safety, health, and economic viability daily!
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